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Abstract—In this paper, we show how to design a provably safe robotic roundabout system comprised of three vehicles. This is accomplished by combining two-vehicle collision avoidance primitives, which are each computationally light given the natural partial order structure on which the system evolves. We show how to design the system parameters in order to prevent conflicts among the control primitives, and to thus ensure the safety and liveness of the system as a whole. We implement our design on a multi-vehicle test-bed involving three vehicles continuously running on three intersecting roundabouts, and provide experimental results demonstrating the system is collision free and live.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) for cooperative active safety is a rapidly progressing area of research and joint initiatives in government, academia, and industry [1] [2] [3]. This research has been driven by recent advancements in vehicle sensor suits, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) wireless communication, vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) wireless communication, and onboard computational resources.

The employment of a formal hybrid modeling and control approach has been previously applied in the development of automated highway systems (AHS) by the California PATH project in the 90s. The objective of the AHS project was the employment of fully autonomous highway systems, mainly based on the concept of platooning, to increase traffic throughput, safety, and fuel efficiency [12], [13], [18], [22]. In the context of platooning, a number of papers and PATH reports have proposed a formal hybrid modeling and control approach based on the computation of the safe set of initial conditions (the complement of the static capture set), on optimal control, and on game theory [5]–[7], [10], [14]–[16]. There is a wealth of work on the safety control of hybrid systems (see for example [17], [19], [20], and the references therein). The safety control problem consists of preventing the state from entering a bad set, usually representing all possible collisions. This problem can be addressed by computing the set of states that flow into the bad set independently of an input choice. Then, a feedback signal is computed that guarantees the state never enters such a set. As it appears from these previous works, computational constraints usually limit the system size to low dimensional state spaces.

In this work, we solve the collision avoidance problem for a three-vehicle roundabout system (Figure 1). This problem is motivated by single lane modern roundabouts with multiple access points. Roundabouts are becoming common due to their impact on fuel economy and added safety benefits [4], [21]. To overcome the previously mentioned limitations in computational complexity, we exploit the fact that traffic systems can be well modeled by order preserving systems. Previous work involved exploiting the order preserving properties of the system dynamics to solve the two-vehicle collision avoidance problem with control primitives based on linear complexity algorithms [8], [11], [24], and implementing these primitives on a two-vehicle test-bed [9]. We combine a number of these control primitives by conjunction, where each primitive prevents two specific vehicles from colliding within a section of the roundabout without allowing any vehicle to come to a stop. We show the conjunction is non-conflicting and thus guarantees the three-vehicle roundabout system under consideration is collision free and live.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a description of the roundabout system, the models used for each vehicle, a formal description of the safety specification, and the characterization of the feedback maps used to guarantee that each safety specification is met. In Section III, we provide an experimental setup to implement the algorithms, the online control algorithm, and our experimental results.
II. System Description and Safety Control Design

We first provide the physical model used to describe the dynamics of each vehicle. We next provide a mathematical abstraction of this model which allows us to state the inherent order preserving properties of the dynamics. The safety problem is defined for the specific roundabout system considered. Lastly, the control primitives used are provided.

A. Longitudinal Dynamics Model

We consider the continuous evolution of three robotic vehicles constrained to forward motion along prescribed paths, as dictated by the roundabout system shown in Figure 1. We assume a low level controller keeps each vehicle on its path by actuating the steering angle. We can thus completely describe the state of the system by a displacement $x_1$ along its path, and a longitudinal velocity $x_2$. The longitudinal dynamics along the path can be written as $x_1 = [R^2/(J_u + MR^2)](f_u - f_{\text{brake}} - \frac{\sigma}{\rho} C_D A_i (v)^2 - C_r v_i M_\Sigma)$, in which $R$ is the tire radius, $J_u$ is the tire inertia, $M$ is the mass of the vehicle, $f_u = \tau_r R$ where $\tau_r$ is the drive shaft output torque, $f_{\text{brake}}$ is the brake force, $\rho$ is the air density, $C_D$ is the drag coefficient, $A_i$ is the frontal area of the vehicle, $C_r$ is the rolling resistance, and $g$ is the gravitational constant. For more details of this model, the reader is referred to [23] and the references therein. Assuming that the air drag is negligible, we can re-write the longitudinal dynamics as $x_2 = au + b$, where $a = f_u - f_{\text{brake}}$, $u = R^2/(J_u + MR^2)$ and $b = -R^2/J_u + MR^2) C_r M_\Sigma$.

B. Order Preserving System Description

We next introduce a mathematical abstraction of the longitudinal vehicle model needed to describe the order preserving properties of the system. For each vehicle $i \in \{1, 2, 3\}$, define the tuple $\Sigma_i := (X_i, U_i, f_i)$, in which $X_i$ defines the state space, $U_i$ defines the input set, and $f_i : X_i \times U_i \rightarrow X_i$ defines a piecewise continuous vector field with input.

The state space for each vehicle is given by $X_i := [0, D_i) \times [v_{\min, i}, v_{\max, i}]$, where $[0, D_i)$ represents longitudinal displacements along the path from the origin, and $[v_{\min, i}, v_{\max, i}]$ represents longitudinal velocity. For notation, let $X_i^1 = [0, D_i)$ and $X_i^2 = [v_{\min, i}, v_{\max, i}]$. We denote the state of the $i^{th}$ vehicle as $x_i(t)$, and $x_i^j(t)$ as the $j^{th}$ component of the state, where $j = 1$ corresponds to position and $j = 2$ corresponds to velocity. Since each vehicle can loop around, when $x_i^j(t) = D_i$, the state is reset back to $x_i^j(t) = 0$.

The input for vehicle $i$ lies within the set $U_i := [u_{\min, i}, u_{\max, i}]$, where $u_{\min, i}$ is the maximum braking input and $u_{\max, i}$ is the maximum throttle input. We define the piecewise continuous signals on $U$ as $S(U)$. We will commonly denote signals in boldface, that is, $\mathbf{u} \in S(U)$.

For each vehicle $i \in \{1, 2, 3\}$, the vector field is represented as a hybrid automaton, as shown in Figure 2, where $a^i$ and $b^i$ are vehicle parameters. The hybrid automaton is used to guarantee that $x_i^2 \geq v_{\min, i} > 0$ and $x_i^2 \leq v_{\max, i}$, thus enforcing the liveness condition and speed limit. The entire system is generated by taking the parallel composition of the three vehicles, that is, $\Sigma := \Sigma^1 \Sigma^2 \Sigma^3$ [8]. Let $\phi(t, x, \mathbf{u})$ denote the flow of the entire system at time $t$ with initial condition $x$ and input $\mathbf{u}$. We denote $\phi^j(t, x, \mathbf{u})$ as the $j^{th}$ component of the $i^{th}$ vehicle flow.

We consider the partial order $(\Sigma, \leq)$ defined by component wise ordering, and the partial order $(S(U), \leq)$, where we say $\mathbf{u}_1 \leq \mathbf{u}_2$ provided $\mathbf{u}_1(t) \leq \mathbf{u}_2(t)$ for all $t \in \mathbb{R}_+$. It can be shown that the dynamics defined by Figure 2 are order preserving [8], that is, if $x \leq \tilde{x}$ and $\mathbf{u} \leq \tilde{u}$ then $\phi(t, x, \mathbf{u}) \leq \phi(t, \tilde{x}, \tilde{u})$ for all time. This, in practice, corresponds to a system where: (i) larger inputs and (ii) initial conditions with greater velocity and greater displacements, always generate flows that achieve a greater velocity and greater displacement along the path at any time.

C. Safety Control Problem

To mathematically define safety, we identify sets of vehicle states, called bad sets, that represent collisions. We distinguish these bad sets into specific types, the first are merging collisions between two vehicles, and the second are rear-end collisions between two vehicles. Merging collisions can occur where two paths first come together, and rear-end collisions can occur where two paths overlap. From Figure 1, we see that there can be merging collisions between vehicles 1 and 2, and vehicles 1 and 3, and rear-end collisions between vehicles 1 and 2, and vehicles 1 and 3.

Let the bad set $B^M_{ij} \subset \Sigma$ represent a merging collision between vehicles 1 and $j \in \{2, 3\}$. Define this set as $B^M_{ij} := \{x \in \Sigma \mid x_i^1 \in [L_{ij}^M, U_{ij}^M] \text{ and } x_j^1 \in [L_{ij}^M, U_{ij}^M] \}$, where the intervals represent the section of the respective path contained in the merging collision circles shown in Figure 1.

Let the bad set $B^RE_{ij}$ represent a rear-end collision between vehicles 1 and $j \in \{2, 3\}$. Define this set as $B^RE_{ij} := \{x \in \Sigma \mid x_i^1 \in [L_{ij}^{RE}, U_{ij}^{RE}] \text{ and } x_j^1 \in [L_{ij}^{RE}, U_{ij}^{RE}] \}$ and $|x_i^1 - x_j^1| + |u_{ij}^{RE}| < l_i$, where each interval represents the section of the respective path contained in the rear-end collision region in Figure 1, $l$ is the vehicle length, and $u_{ij}^{RE} := L_{ij}^{RE} - L_{ij}^{RE}$ is a relative translation. This set represents the set of states in which two vehicles are less than a car length apart and both inside the rear-end collision area seen in Figure 1.

Therefore, all the possible collision types are given by the sets $B^M_{12}, B^M_{13}, B^M_{23},$ and $B^RE_{ij}$. We define the total bad set $B := B^M_{12} \cup B^M_{13} \cup B^M_{23} \cup B^RE_{ij}$, and say the system is safe if the flow never enters $B$. 
D. Control design

We seek to design a controller that prevents collisions between vehicles, that is, keeps the flow outside of $B$, by regulating the input signal $u$ of the entire system. This must be accomplished without stopping vehicles (liveliness) and without causing any vehicle to exceed a speed limit. We accomplish this by combining two-vehicle primitives that each prevent the flow from entering one bad set $B_{ij}$, where $\text{spec} \in \{M, RE\}$ and $j \in \{2, 3\}$.

For the primitive used to avoid the bad sets $B_{ij}$, we assume that both vehicles 1 and $j \in \{2, 3\}$ can apply control input to avoid a collision. To construct the control primitive $g_{ij}^M$, $X \Rightarrow U^1 \times U^j$, we look to compute the capture set, defined by

$$C_{ij}^M := \{ x \in X \mid \forall u \in S(U), \exists t \in \mathbb{R}_+ \text{ s.t. } \phi(t, x, u) \in B_{ij}^M \}.$$  

This set corresponds to all initial conditions that generate a merging collision between vehicles 1 and $j \in \{2, 3\}$ no matter what input is applied. If the flow is kept out of the capture set, then necessarily the flow never enters the bad set.

The order preserving properties of the system dynamics allow us to compute the capture set $C_{ij}^M$ with the restricted capture set

$$C_{ij}^M(U) := \{ x \in X \mid \forall u \in S(U), \exists t \in \mathbb{R}_+ \text{ s.t. } \phi(t, x, u) \in B_{ij}^M \}.$$  

where $U \subseteq U$. This set corresponds to all initial conditions that generate a merging collision for any input signal $u$ contained in $U$. We introduce the input sets $U_{ij}^{1\text{LH}} := \{ u \in U \mid u^1 = u_{\text{min}}^1, u^j = u_{\text{max}}^j \}$, and $U_{ij}^{1\text{HL}} := \{ u \in U \mid u^1 = u_{\text{max}}^1, u^j = u_{\text{min}}^j \}$. Using these input sets, we compute $C_{ij}^M$ with restricted capture sets according to

Theorem 1: $C_{ij}^M = C_{ij}^M(U_{ij}^{1\text{LH}}) \cap C_{ij}^M(U_{ij}^{1\text{HL}})$.

A proof of this theorem can be found in [8]. This result is significant because the restricted capture sets $C_{ij}^M(U)$ can be efficiently computed online, giving us $C_{ij}^M$.

With this characterization of the capture set, the primitive $g_{ij}^M$ can be found as

$$g_{ij}^M(x) := \begin{cases} U_{ij}^{1\text{LH}} & \text{if } x \notin C_{ij}^M(U_{ij}^{1\text{LH}}) \cap C_{ij}^M(U_{ij}^{1\text{HL}}) \\ U_{ij}^{1\text{HL}} & \text{if } x \notin C_{ij}^M(U_{ij}^{1\text{LH}}) \cap C_{ij}^M(U_{ij}^{1\text{HL}}) \\ U_{ij}^{1\text{LH}} \cup U_{ij}^{1\text{HL}} & \text{if } x \notin C_{ij}^M(U_{ij}^{1\text{LH}}) \cap C_{ij}^M(U_{ij}^{1\text{HL}}) \\ U & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$

Under this primitive, control action is only applied when the flow is on the boundary of the capture set $C_{ij}^M$ and any initial condition starting outside of $C_{ij}^M$ remains outside, thus guaranteeing safety.

For the primitives used to avoid $B_{ij}^RE$, we assume only vehicle $j \in \{2, 3\}$ applies control. This assumption is made to prevent modules from conflicting while vehicle 1 is simultaneously avoiding a rear-end collision with one vehicle and merging collision with the other. This assumption can be formally stated by modeling the input of vehicle 1 as a disturbance, that is, we suppose vehicle 1 is trying to push the flow into the bad set $B_{ij}^RE$.

To construct the control primitive $g_{ij}^{RE}$, we look to compute the capture set, defined by

$$C_{ij}^{RE} := \{ x \in X \mid \forall (u^2, u^3) \in S(U^2 \times U^3), \exists t \in \mathbb{R}_+ \text{ s.t. } \phi(t, x, u) \in B_{ij}^{RE} \}.$$  

This set corresponds to all initial conditions that generate a rear-end collision for some input $u \in S(U^1)$ regardless of the input $(u^2, u^3) \in S(U^2 \times U^3)$. The order preserving properties of the system dynamics allow us to compute the capture set $C_{ij}^{RE}$ with the restricted capture set

$$C_{ij}^{RE}(U) := \{ x \in X \mid \forall (u^2, u^3) \in S(U^2 \times U^3), \exists t \in \mathbb{R}_+ \text{ s.t. } \phi(t, x, u) \in B_{ij}^{RE} \}.$$  

This set corresponds to all initial conditions that generate a rear-end collision for some input $u \in S(U^1)$ regardless of the input $(u^2, u^3) \in S(U^2 \times U^3)$. We introduce the input sets $U_{ij}^{1\text{LH}} := \{ u \in U \mid u^1 = u_{\text{max}}^1 \}$, $U_{ij}^{1\text{HL}} := \{ u \in U \mid u^1 = u_{\text{min}}^1 \}$. Using these input sets, we compute $C_{ij}^{RE}$ with restricted capture sets according to

Theorem 2: $C_{ij}^{RE} = C_{ij}^{RE}(U_{ij}^{1\text{LH}}) \cap C_{ij}^{RE}(U_{ij}^{1\text{HL}})$.

A proof of this theorem can be found in [11]. This result is significant because the restricted capture sets $C_{ij}^{RE}(U)$ can be efficiently computed online, giving us $C_{ij}^{RE}$.

With this characterization of the capture set, the module $g_{ij}^{RE}$ can be found as

$$g_{ij}^{RE}(x) := \begin{cases} U_{ij}^{1\text{LH}} & \text{if } x \notin C_{ij}^{RE}(U_{ij}^{1\text{LH}}) \text{ and } (x_1 > x_j) \\ U_{ij}^{1\text{HL}} & \text{if } x \notin C_{ij}^{RE}(U_{ij}^{1\text{HL}}) \text{ and } (x_1 < x_j) \\ U & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$

Under this primitive, control action is only applied when the flow is on the boundary of the capture set $C_{ij}^{RE}$ and any initial condition starting outside of $C_{ij}^{RE}$ remains outside, thus guaranteeing safety.

The control primitives are combined under conjunction, giving the complete feedback $g: X \Rightarrow U$ as $g(x) := g_{ij}^{1\text{LH}}(x) \cap g_{ij}^{1\text{HL}}(x) \cap g_{ij}^{RE}(x)$. We say $g(x)$ is non-conflicting if $g(x) \neq \emptyset$, that is, no primitives generate conflicting control inputs.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

The experimental test-bed consists of a 6x6 meter arena, custom dynamic vehicles equipped with central processing units (CPUs), a local 802.11b wireless network, and an overhead camera positioning system. The custom dynamic vehicles are shown in Figure 3.

1) Longitudinal dynamics: The longitudinal dynamics of the vehicles are a scaled version of the dynamics of a full-size high-mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicle (HMMWV). Each vehicle is 0.17 meters wide and 0.38 meters long. The torque command $\tau_x$ is issued as a percentage from -100 to 100 percent, with 100 percent corresponding to a torque value of 0.9 Nm. The longitudinal dynamics of each vehicle,
as described in Section II-A, were found through standard least squares techniques to be:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Vehicle 1: } & \dot{x}_1^1 = 3.77u^1 - 55 \\
\text{Vehicle 2: } & \dot{x}_2^2 = 5.07u^2 - 12 \\
\text{Vehicle 3: } & \dot{x}_3^3 = 6.43u^3 - 133,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \dot{x}_2 \) is in \( \text{mm/s}^2 \), \( u \) is in \( \text{kg mm/s}^2 \), parameter \( a \) is in \( \text{kg}^{-1} \), and parameter \( b \) is in \( \text{mm/s}^2 \). The acceleration is limited to be between \( x_{2,\text{min}} = -250 \text{ mm/s}^2 \) and \( x_{2,\text{max}} = 250 \text{ mm/s}^2 \). A speed limiter uses a PI controller to bound the velocity between \( v_{\text{min}} = 350 \text{ mm/s} \) and \( v_{\text{max}} = 850 \text{ mm/s} \). Therefore, the vehicle dynamics conform with the hybrid automaton in Figure 2.

2) CPU: The CPU used on the vehicles is a VIA EPIA Mini-ITX with a 600 MHz processor, 512 MB of RAM, and a 40 GB hard drive. The control and communication algorithms are written in C and run on the Mini-ITX using a Linux Fedora Core 5 operating system. The resulting torque algorithms are written in C and run on the Mini-ITX using a 350 mm hard drive. The control and communication algorithms run on the Mini-ITX using a Linux Fedora Core 5 operating system. The resulting torque algorithms are written in C and run on the Mini-ITX using a Linux Fedora Core 5 operating system.

3) Communication and Positioning System: Communication between the lab computers and the vehicles is achieved through a local 802.11b wireless network. The wireless network is used to emulate V2V and V2I communication. The overhead positioning system consists of four overhead 640 x 480 BW Firefly MV cameras linked to two desktop computers via a FireWire cable. The computers use template matching to locate patterns affixed to the top of the vehicles. The computers then calculate and send the position and orientation of each vehicle over the wireless network.

4) Path following: A steering controller on the vehicles uses a basic bicycle model to follow the paths by means of actuating the steering angle. The vehicles map their position from the overhead positioning system to a longitudinal displacement along their path for use in the control algorithms. The vehicle velocity is assumed to be the same as the velocity along the path because the paths are followed accurately.

B. Algorithm implementation

This section examines how the control primitives are implemented to guarantee safety using the controller presented in Section II-D.

1) Algorithm Parameters: The system design parameters that must be selected to guarantee the non-conflicting composition of the control primitives, are the allowed velocity ranges, the size and location of the bad sets, and the lengths of the paths that the vehicles follow.

The velocity ranges were all chosen to be \( X_1 = [\text{.35,.85}] \text{m/s} \). The dimensions of the merging collision bad sets were chosen to extend 9 m along each path. The vehicle lengths that define the rear-end bad set were measured to be 3.8 m. The lengths of each path section are shown in Figure 4.

2) System Discretization: Since the algorithms are run online with a digital computer, the control primitives use a discrete time implementation of the dynamics, with a time step of \( \Delta t = 0.1 \text{ s} \). Using a forward Euler approximation of the vector field \( f(x', u') \) (Section II-B), the discrete time equivalent of the system is given as \( x^0[n+1] = x^0[n] + x^1[n] + \Delta t, \) and \( x^0[n+1] = f(x^0[n], u^0[n]) \), where \( f(x^0[n], u^0[n]) := x^0[n] + \Delta t f(x^0[n], u^0[n]) \).

3) Calculation of Control Primitives: The control primitives, as described in Section II-D, require the computation of restricted capture sets. By exploiting the order preserving properties of the system dynamics, the restricted capture set can be recursively computed with linear complexity algorithms. For a constant input \( u^0[n] = u' \) for all \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), we define \( F^0(x^0, u') := x^0 \) and the recursive relation \( F^{k+1}(x^k, u') := F(F^k(x^k, u'), u) \), where \( k \in \mathbb{N} \). For the constants \( L^0_j \) and \( U^0_j \), let

\[
\begin{align*}
L^0_j & := L^1_j - \sum_{m=0}^{k-1} F^m(x^0, u') \\
U^0_j & := U^j + \sum_{m=0}^{k-1} F^m(x^0, u').
\end{align*}
\]

The restricted capture set \( C^{M_j}(U) \) can be computed as follows.

Claim 1:

\[
C^{M_j}(U) = \left\{ x \in \mathbb{R} \mid \exists k \geq 0, \exists u \in U \text{ s.t.} \right. \\
\left. \begin{array}{l}
L^k_j(x^0, u') < x^0 < U^k_j(x^0, u') \\
L^k_j(x^0, u') < x^0 < U^k_j(x^0, u')
\end{array} \right\}
\]

where \( L^1_j = L^1_j, U^1_j = U^1_j, L^0_j = L^0_j \), and \( U^0_j = U^0_j \). A proof of this result can be found in [8].

Rather than explicitly computing the set \( C^{M_j}(U) \) based on the set \( B_w^{\text{R}} \) and the control input set \( U \), we represent \( B_w^{\text{R}} \) as a union of interval sets, where \( y \in \mathbb{R} \) and \( B_y^{\text{R}}(y) \) is defined.
as
\[ B_{ij}^{RE}(y) := \{ x \in X \mid x_1^j, x_2^j \in [y - l, y + l] \}, \]
which can be used to redefine \( B_{ij}^{RE} \) as
\[
B_{ij}^{RE} = \bigcup_{y \in [L_{ij}^{RE} + L_{ij}^{RE} - l]} B_{ij}^{ACC}(y). \tag{4}
\]

We now define the restricted capture set for the parameter \( y \in \mathbb{R} \) and input \((u^1, u^2) \in S(U^1 \times U^2)\) as
\[
\tilde{C}_{ij}^{RE}(U, y) := \left\{ x \in X \mid \forall (u^1, u^2) \in S(U^1 \times U^2), \exists t \in \mathbb{R} \quad \exists u^1 \in S(U^1) \text{ s.t. } \phi(t, x, u) \in B_{ij}^{RE}(y) \right\}.
\]
As shown in [11], each interval set \( B_{ij}^{RE}(y) \) generates a restricted capture set \( \tilde{C}_{ij}^{RE}(U, y) \) given by
\[
\tilde{C}_{ij}^{RE}(U, y) = \left\{ x \in X \mid \exists k \geq 0 \exists u \in \mathbb{U} \text{ s.t. } \begin{align*}
L^{1k}(x_1^j, u_{max}^1) &< x_1^j < U^{1k}(x_1^j, u_{max}^1) \\
L^{2k}(x_2^j, u^2) &< x_1^j < U^{2k}(x_2^j, u^2)
\end{align*} \right\},
\]
where we have taken \( L^{10} = y - l \) and \( L^{20} = y - l \) to be the lower bounds, and \( U^{10} = y + l \) and \( U^{20} = y + l \) the upper bounds of the interval sets used in the definition of \( B_{ij}^{RE}(y) \).

The dynamics are independent of the state \( x_1 \), therefore, we take the union of all of these sets to obtain the restricted capture set \( C_{ij}^{RE}(U) \), that is,
\[
C_{ij}^{RE}(U) = \bigcup_{y \in [L_{ij}^{RE} + L_{ij}^{RE} - l]} \tilde{C}_{ij}^{ACC}(U, y).
\]

4) Criteria for Non-conflicting Primitive Conjunction:
Here, we provide several conditions such that the conjunction of all primitives is non-conflicting, that is, \( g(x) \neq \emptyset \). Define the canonical projection \( \tau_{ij} : X \to X_1^j \times X_2^j \), which can be naturally extended to sets. We define the lower bound \( a_{ij}^M := \inf \tau_{ij}(C_{ij}^M) \). Therefore, if \( x \in C_{ij}^M \) then \( a_{ij}^M \leq (x_1^j, x_2^j) \leq \sup \tau_{ij}(B_{ij}^M) \) by the definition of \( a_{ij}^M \) and the order preserving property of the dynamics with respect to state. The following conditions are sufficient to guarantee the conjunction of the modules is non-conflicting:

(i) The capture set \( C_{ij}^M \) does not extend the entire length of a vehicle’s path, namely, \((\sup \tau_{ij}(B_{ij}^M) - a_{ij}^M) < (D^1, D^2)\). This prevents a capture set from overlapping itself in \( X_1^j \) or \( X_2^j \).

(ii) The capture sets \( C_{ij}^M \) and \( C_{ij}^M \) do not overlap each other in \( X_1^j \). This ensures that vehicle 1 is avoiding at most one merging capture set at a time.

(iii) We require that the vehicles make a safe transition from avoiding a merging collision to avoiding a rear-end collision. This is accomplished if the capture set \( C_{ij}^{RE} \) entirely enters the capture set \( B_{ij}^M \) for \( j \in \{2, 3\} \). If this holds, then the order preserving properties of the system guarantee that at the moment the vehicles pass \( B_{ij}^M \) the flow cannot be contained within \( C_{ij}^{RE} \), thus guaranteeing the two primitives never conflict.

The maximum length in both \( X_1^j \) and \( X_2^j \) of the capture set \( C_{ij}^{RE} \), equal to \( \sup \tau_{ij}(B_{ij}^M) - a_{ij}^M \), was calculated to be 1.96

Fig. 5. The blue points represent vehicle positions during the experiment. The red boxes are \( B_i^M \) and the green boxes are \( B_{ij}^{RE} \). The blue points show the position of the vehicles over time. Note that the coordinate system for vehicle 1 has been shifted in the second figure so that the bad sets are easily shown.

m for \( j=2 \) and \( j=3 \). Condition (iii) was shown to hold in a MATLAB numerical analysis.

C. Experimental Results

The algorithms presented in Section III-B were run on the experimental setup outlined in Section III-A for 6 minutes and 4 seconds. The merging control module applied 16 instances of control, and the rear-end control module applied 9 instances of control.

The flow over the entire system history is projected into the position spaces \( X_1^1 \) and \( X_1^2 \) in Figure 5. The vehicle positions never entered the bad set, so no collisions occurred during the experiment. There were cases where the flow came close to the bad sets, thus demonstrating control is applied without being conservative. To illustrate a specific instance of collision avoidance, Figure 6 shows an example of the prevention of a merging collision, and Figure 7 shows an example of the prevention of a rear-end collision.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a formal controller design methodology for a three-vehicle safety control problem on a roundabout system. By exploiting the order preserving properties of the system, we have designed a controller through


the composition of control primitives, each of which have linear complexity with respect to the number of continuous states. We have shown that if certain design constraints are met, then the conjunction of the modules is non-conflicting, thereby guaranteeing the system is safe.

We have implemented the proposed algorithm on the multi-vehicle testbed at the and provided experimental results showing that the system maintains safety when running the algorithms online.

Future work involves extending the roundabout system to include more conflict points, increasing the number of vehicles on the roundabout drill, investigating how communication and actuator delays affect safety guarantees, and understanding how to compose control primitives in more general traffic network systems.
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